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Abstract:  

Liang Sicheng (photo) is hailed as a pioneer of Chinese architectural 

history, a tragic hero for preparing the Liang-Chen Proposal (梁陳方案) 

to save Beijing from destruction, and China’s father of modern planning 

education.  

This seminar will cover Liang’s humanistic planning in terms of his 

theoretical framework, methods and practices, and educational model. 

After providing a brief overview of his schooling, architectural training 

and the rise as an acclaimed architectural historian, Prof. Wong will outline Liang’s brief 

planning involvement in the 1930s, his active participation as an advocate and educator 

between 1945 to 1949, his planning the national capital as the vice-chair of Beijing City 

Planning Commission, and his ultimate showdown with the Russian architect-engineers. The 

seminar will discuss the Liang’s dilemmas and doubts, and with the participation of the 

audience, appraise Liang’s legacy and contributions in city planning. 

 

About the Speaker: 

Prof. Sidney Wong has an undergraduate degree in economics and a master’s degree in urban 

studies from HKU, and an M. Sc. in town planning at the University of Wales. After obtaining 

a doctoral degree in planning at UC Berkeley, he served as a postdoc fellow at USC before 

started his teaching and research career at Florida International University, the University of 

Pennsylvania, and Morgan State University. 

 

In the 1980s he served as an assistant town planner and later a town planner in the Hong 

Kong Government. He continued his planning practice in the World Bank in 1990 and then as 

a consultant in fiscal impact analysis and employment and population forecast. His most 

recent articles include “Architects and Planners in the Middle of a Road War,” and “The 

Planning Connection between Clarence Stein and Liang Sicheng.” He is working on an article 

entitled, “Writing the Greater Beijing Plan of 1950.” 
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